My name is Richard Millwood.
As a member of the Instutute for Educational Cybernetics, my
mission is to develop a better understanding of how information
and communications technologies affects the organisation of
education, from individual learning to the global system. I focus
on developing new pedagogical approaches to learning, teaching,
and assessment, enhanced by technology.
This set of slides was developed to talk about Creativity,
Innovation and Learning in relation to educational technology
relating to the European Year of Creativity and Innovation in 2009.
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The European Commission designated 2009 the year of
European Creativity & Innovation.
It recognised the role of creativity & innovation for personal, social
and economic development.
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The main objectives were:
1. to raise awareness of importance of creativity and innovation
for personal, social and economic development;
2. to disseminate good practices, stimulate education and
research;
3. to promote policy debate & development.
The key message was that creativity & innovation contribute to
economic prosperity as well as to social and individual wellbeing.
The target groups were young people, educators, companies and
policy makers, as well as the general public.

Imagine. Create. Innovate.
“The aim of the Year is to promote creative
and innovative approaches in different
sectors of human activity and contribute to
better equip the European Union for the
challenges ahead in a globalised world.”

www.create2009.europa.eu
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I think that:
1. Creativity is a starting point for innovation, based on
imagination and questioning.
2. Innovation arises from applying insight & creativity.
3. Innovation is useful to others.
4. Innovation intends to make improvement.
5. People are naturally creative, but this is not always recognised.
6. People need confidence to innovate and sometimes this needs
‘permission’.
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A major opportunity that arises is for a focus on the development
of human potential for creativity & innovation through:
1. new practice developed by teachers using technology;
2. new practice arising from new habits of learners;
3. technology as a digital creativity tool for making new media
products;
4. technology as a service to access digital media.

Teachers, Learners,
Technology and
Digital Media
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How is society, work and education affected by creativity and
innovation?

Creativity &
Innovation –in
society, work and
education
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Knowing ‘stuff’
"there is an argument
that it is in fact better in
this day and age not to
know anything,
as information is so
quickly out of date!"

75%
Percent who
believed that
knowing 'stuff' was
important for them
to do their job well
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Charles Jennings
Informatology Conference
Reuters
London
16th November 2006
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We are moving from
a 20th-Century
Curriculum…

Learning and
Innovation Skills

Traditional curricula based on subjects are being enhanced with a
framework for skills.
In the 20th Century, we taught subjects, represented by the green
sector in this diagram.
In the 21st Century, curricula are being enhanced to include Life
and Carrer Skills, Learning and Innovatiion Skills and Information,
Media and technology skills.

…to a 21stCentury Skills
Information,
Framework
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© 2004 Partnership for 21st-Century Skills
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Individual &
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buildings & equipment
internet
mobility
timetable
lifelong
access

teachers
parents
peers
stakeholders
costs & finance

skills
creativity
inquiry
pedagogy
technology tools
mental-models facts
memory intelligences
bio-technology
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and I them?

3 Process

How do
I come to know?

culture
tradition
discipline
ethnicity
society
literacy

Where and when?
What resources
can help?

What have I
achieved and
what next?

What is there to
be known?

fulfilment
enjoyment
relevance
curiosity
economics
expectation

Why do I want to
know and share?

How do
I convince
others?

Individual &
Interpersonal

responsibilities rights

There are several perspectives that we can take in considering
the role of learning and how it is affected by notions of creativity
and innovation:
1. Technology & the Environment is the perspective of invention
and manufacturing of new technologies and the construction of
new buildings;
2. Regional & Global is about the government at local, national
and international levels, at best pursuing the goals of a better
society.
3. Organisational & Social is the perspective of the educational
institution, firm or community aiming to play its part to develop
its students, employees or citizens.
From the Individual & Interpersonal perspective, these may be
questions that need answers to make learning effective. Creativity
& Innovation can affect each of these areas.
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7 Assessment

2 Importance
1 Motivation

Knowing ’stuff’ is decreasingly important, but finding ‘stuff’ through
searching & referencing in order to assemble authoritative
information ‘just in time’ is increaslingly relevant.
Charles Jennings is Head of Global Learning at Reuters.
He claims that there is a decreasing need to know ‘stuff’ in work.
It has become more important to be able to find ‘stuff’ using
search tools such as Google. It is argued that he ability to be
creative & innovative is more important than knowing, although
knowledge remains important, in the sense of insight rather than
facts.
Insight is high-level knowledge which enhances our capability to
make judgments and informs search strategies.

8 Recognition
reward
accreditation
standards
qualification
portfolio
employment
portability
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What is the importance of creativity and innovation for individual
learners?

Creativity &
Innovation –
for the learner
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Acknowledging & developing creativity can promote interest,
openness, collaboration and motivation.
Creativity is central to learning processes :
1. by expressing our imagination we explore understanding;
2. through self evaluation and feedback from others, we correct
understanding.

why creativity?

learners become –
• more interested in discovering things for
themselves;
• more open to new ideas;
• keen to work with others to explore
ideas;
• motivated to pursue an idea or vision;
and creativity is central to learning
processes.
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learners benefit from
applying their creativity to
real-world challenges in –

Innovation provides a meaningful context for learning, learners
can benefit from intrinsic motivation for their study.
The experience of innovation prepares learners for taking part in
society, especially when asked to collaborate.
Innovation is a central activity in business, innovation as a learner
can help prepare for a future entrepreneurial role.

• meaningful & effective activity;
• preparation for active
citizenship;

• entrepreneurial know-how.

why innovation?
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Learners have new habits and new ways of dealing with learning.
Digital creativity & connectivity tools increase learners’ capacity to
achieve.
Learners have never been without the possibility of using these
tools.
The opportunity to be innovative can be expressed in new ways
through new media.

DEMOS - ‘Their Space’, 2007
“Teenagers today can do things that teenagers
ten years ago could not have imagined.... this
generation is burning self-shot home movies,
composing and recording music and editing
photos.... They are connecting, exchanging and
creating in new ways. Born in the 1990s this
group of children is the first who cannot
remember when they first used a computer.”

21st century learners
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This video [ http://mediatedcultures.net/ksudigg/?p=188 ]
evidences the changing world of the learner.
It was made by Michael Wesch and his students from Kansas
State university in 2007.
It reports the students’ own survey of their habits, attitudes and
challenges.
Students’ lives are changing and they need to be prepared for
adaptibility.
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How do creativity and innovation impact on the teacher’s role?

Creativity &
Innovation –
for the teacher
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“[education] must allow
enough time and space for
their innate talents and
creativity to develop in a
balanced way, combining
ever-more important 'soft'
competences, such as a sense
of initiative or intercultural
skills, with the so-called 'hard'
skills in specific subject areas
like mathematics and science.”
Ján Figel,
European Commissioner for
Education, Training, Culture and Youth
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21st century
teachers

Ján Figel demands that we allow for creativity to develop in a
balanced way. The ‘soft’ competencies referred to include:
"Sense of initiative and entrepreneurship … an individual's ability
to turn ideas into action…It includes creativity, innovation and
risk-taking, as well as the ability to plan and manage projects in
order to achieve objectives."
"Cultural awareness and expression …an awareness of local,
national and European cultural heritage and their place in the
world… appreciation and enjoyment of works of art… as well as
self- expression… using one's innate capacities… understanding
of one's own culture… respect for diversity of cultural
expression… A positive attitude also covers creativity, and the
As well as framing creativity and innovation for learners, teachers
can also be creative and innovative themselves:
1. by employing new media in presentations and support for
learning;
2. by adopting 21st cenutury learning in their curricula;
3. as learners themselves, in the way they develop their own
practice.

teachers can frame creativity & innovation for
learners, but they can also be creative and
innovative themselves by –

•using multimedia content to present & support
learning;

•adopting 21st century learning;
•developing their practice.
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It is increasingly easy to find high quality content in the form of
multimedia resources for teaching.
These can be found or adapted to fit local & cultural context.
Teachers are also contributing their own digitally creative material.

teachers can use internet
multimedia resources
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21st century
Professional
Development
is needed

Teachers are learners too, and need time to develop creative
practice through their own innovation.
They can use online and digital creatity tools.
They are just as capable as young people, but have less time to
explore.
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